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Centrale Nantes: “SME cybersecurity advisor” – a new
certified training programme
Three months after the General Data Protection Regulations came into force, Centrale
Nantes’s “SME cybersecurity advisor” training programme was certified by SecNumEDU of
the ANSSI (the French national authority in cyberdefence and network and information
security) as an executive education programme in digital security.
Open to company employees, SME executives and managers, this new 28-hour training programme
will commence in November allowing participants to acquire various skills:






Analyse the needs and propose solutions in response to information security issues within
the structure.
Manage cybersecurity in small and medium-sized businesses and implement the security
procedures inherent to functional needs.
Conduct information security projects by respecting and enforcing information security
obligations and responsibilities.
Advise and make recommendations to the company's stakeholders with regard to the
technical and legal practices to adopt.
Protect and maintain the security of information systems using means and resources that can
be mobilized internally and externally.

Developed based on an analysis of training needs in the digital sector in the Pays de la Loire region,
Centrale Nantes' executive education aims to help companies broaden the skills of their current
workforce and to find new recruits with the right skills set.

About Centrale Nantes
Founded in 1919, Centrale Nantes is a French engineering school and member of the Ecoles Centrale Group. Its undergraduate, Master and
PhD programmes are based on the latest scientific and technological developments and the best management practices. At Centrale
Nantes, research and training are organised into three key areas for growth and innovation: manufacturing, energy transition and
healthcare. With research platforms ranging from digital simulation to prototyping using full-scale models and an incubator with 20 years
of experience in supporting start-up projects, the school has two major tools for innovation and creation, working hand in hand with
industry. Centrale Nantes promotes its teaching and research capabilities at international level through around 100 partnerships with
prestigious universities and schools worldwide.
Centrale Nantes welcomes 2,410 students, including 1,440 undergraduate students, 170 Executive Education and ITII degree apprenticeship
students, 270 PhD students, 430 Masters students, and 100 Bachelor/Foundation Master students on its 40-acre campus.
For more information: www.ec-nantes.fr
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